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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Informed consumers are a pre-requisite for the efficient operation of a competitive
market. Yet in the UK electricity and gas market, domestic metering and billing systems
routinely provide inaccessible, infrequent and/or estimated or inaccurate information
about consumption.
There is a wide range of techniques and technologies available to improve domestic
customer feedback on energy consumption – from shorter billing cycles and more
informative on-bill presentation of consumption data to ‘smart’ meters displaying energy
use and identifying load-reducing opportunities. A review of studies of their introduction
suggests a potential to deliver sustained energy savings of 5–10% for many customers
through the use of even a limited number of simple feedback improvements.
This suggests potentially significant benefits to UK gas and electricity consumers from
improving feedback.
Analysis of the research and an extensive ‘contact trawl’ in this field indicates that:
• Consumer feedback is most effective when it is immediate, prominent, accessible and
specific to the consumer.
• Consumers seem to be able to respond appropriately to historical comparison
information on their bills and in-the-home meter displays.
• Consumers report being motivated to act to reduce energy use by graphs and barcharts on bills comparing their consumption with other groups of households.
• Robust comparison groups to enable such normative feedback appear to be available
from data readily accessible to utilities (eg postcode or the properties a meter-reader
reads in one day).
• The manner of presentation of the feedback information to consumers is a core
consideration which has been much overlooked in the literature.
• The available evidence suggests (not surprisingly) that engaging consumers in the
design of feedback information leads to more effective designs and increases the
likelihood of creating presentations which meet the full range of consumer preferences
for how to receive and assimilate information and data.
• There is no evidence to suggest that advanced meters are necessary to improve
feedback (though they could undoubtedly help if this aspect is a feature of their
introduction). Well designed on-bill consumption feedback can be just as effective and
should prove relatively cheap and quick to introduce.
• Prepayment meter customers (who would not benefit from improved billing feedback)
would benefit from improved meter displays giving them options to review
consumption against historical data.
• Enhanced feedback programmes have been most successful where supported by
energy advice and other educational activities by suppliers, Government or other
agencies.
Providing improved feedback on bills, particularly historical comparison information
(usually this period vs. same period last year), is becoming increasingly common in other
liberalised markets. However, there is a wide variation in the quality of presentation of
such feedback and little apparent effort to assess impacts. Norway provides a helpful
exception which points to how to avoid the pitfalls experienced (not yet necessarily
knowingly) by utilities and regulators elsewhere.
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The research evidence to date and the analysis here points to opportunities for
improvement. Focusing for reasons of cost-effectiveness on improving consumption
feedback via electricity and gas bills, the Research Team conclude that:
• Particular effort is needed to re-engage direct debit customers with their bills and
thereby information about their consumption (for example with on-envelope attention
grabbers or a separate Annual Energy Report).
• Consumers need to be given not just relevant, engaging feedback on their bills but a
motivating justification to act.
• While historical information might provide some such motivation, this will only be the
case if household consumption is increasing. Moreover, in the context of the Energy
White Paper and Government commitment to reduce carbon emissions, rising
household consumption is unlikely.
• More effective and motivating feedback is likely to be provided by normative
comparison with similar households or, more straightforwardly, with a target reduction
in consumption (based on national targets).
Additional approaches ‘beyond the bill’ could also be used: to ‘single-out’ for targeted
advice those customers with particularly high year-on-year increases; on-envelope
attention grabbers; to give clear direction to energy advice services to ‘explain’
consumption levels; to provide Annual Energy Reports with more extensive consumption
feedback.
A number of issues were identified by the Research Team related to consumption
feedback which have wider implications for Ofgem. These include:
• The availability and quality of accurate current and historical data, and in particular the
probable need (subject to consumer focus group testing) for more frequent meter
readings to improve accuracy of feedback.
• The potential for developing robust comparison groups for normative feedback, based
on information already available to suppliers.
• The impact on fuel poor households, and in particular whether they simply ration their
energy use further to become slightly less poor but colder.
• The possibility of improved customer feedback activities qualifying for EEC.
• The need to ensure that advanced meters, as and when they are introduced, are
providing the clear additional benefit of in-the-home consumer feedback.
• The potential benefits of working closely with energywatch on this issue.
The Research Team has outlined a coherent methodology which could be used to
develop and test improved on-bill feedback options in the UK market. This has two
stages.
The first stage consists of focus group activity to design and improve feedback
presentation and to test understanding and motivational impact. This would be followed
by field trials carefully controlled to ensure that clear and unambiguous conclusions can
be drawn about what changes deliver benefits and why.
This methodology has the potential to deliver one of the most rigorous and informative
trials to date of improved on-bill customer feedback. If successful it would provide
substantive evidence of the value of introducing such measures as standard and the
potential benefits to consumers of establishing effective energy information.
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INTRODUCTION: The uninformed consumer as standard?

Informed consumers are a pre-requisite for the efficient operation of a competitive
market. Yet there is little evidence that domestic energy consumers understand
properly the nature and extent of their energy use, let alone appreciate what they
could do with such information.
Indeed, there is an increasing body of research1 that shows that the ‘average’
energy consumer has a very limited understanding of their energy consumption.
Perhaps this should not be surprising. Feedback about energy consumption is
typically available only from inaccessible meters and from infrequent bills often
containing at least one estimated meter reading.
And an increasing number of consumers pays for gas and electricity on an
automatic, monthly basis by direct debit. This removes almost completely any
practical need for conscious engagement with consumption data. Unlike the once
ubiquitous quarterly-paying credit customer, the direct debit customer has no
need to read (or even open) the bill in order to identify how much to pay.
The same body of research work – and the research team’s extensive experience
of direct contact with energy consumers – also points to generally poor ability to
interpret the limited information about energy consumption that is available on
meters or energy suppliers’ bills.
This suggests a market with imperfectly informed consumers.2 And since more
informed energy consumers are potentially both less wasteful of energy and more
ready to switch energy supplier than ill-informed consumers, this is conceivably
creating significant financial detriment to the consumer and environmental costs
to society.

1.1 Evidence for consumer detriment
The research evidence found during the course of this study lends credence to
this analysis with respect to cutting energy waste. A number of studies have,
between them, explored a variety of techniques and technologies for improving
customer ‘feedback’ on energy consumption – from shorter billing cycles and
more informative presentation of consumption data on bills to ‘smart’ meters
displaying energy use and identifying load-reducing opportunities.
The quality of this research varies considerably. However, it does reasonably
consistently point to the potential for delivering energy savings of between 5–10%
through introduction of such techniques – even a limited number of the more
simple ones. This indicates that there are significant benefits for consumers
potentially available from improving energy consumption feedback.

1 Eg in the UK, Darby (2000, 2003 personal communication) and, in the US, Payne (2000)
2 For more detailed discussion of consumer detriment under conditions of imperfect information,
see Office of Fair Trading (1997)
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1.2 The purpose of this study: three questions to answer
Ofgem’s Environmental Action Plan 2001 begins to address this issue with the
objective of researching the impact of greater information on consumers’ energy
use. This initial study has therefore been commissioned to explore three
questions at the heart of the issue:
1. What sort of information would help inform domestic consumers more
about their energy use?
2. How is such information best presented to consumers (of various types) to
maximise opportunities for improved understanding and/or behavioural
change?
3. What impact would such presentation have on consumers’ energy use and
choices in the energy market?

1.3 The potential pitfalls of limited or simplistic analysis
It may appear that the existing research base, as mentioned above, has
answered the last of these three questions with its reasonably consistent ‘5-10%
savings’. However, with a few notable exceptions, the research appears to have
done little to address directly the first two questions.
The literature largely avoids identifying the precise aspects of the additional data
or its presentation which achieved the measured benefits.
Additionally, there is relatively little work done on the best ways to present
information to consumers in order to maximise these benefits (as opposed to
deliver some benefits).
As a result, there is a danger that additional information, changes to presentation,
or new metering techniques will be introduced with only sketchy understanding of
what actually works from the consumer’s perspective. The success of the
research studies may not then be replicated.
Judging from the range and quality of techniques now in use elsewhere, this
danger has not been avoided.
For example, the use of techniques to provide additional consumption information
on energy bills – particularly comparative historical consumption information – is
becoming increasingly common in liberalised energy markets. It is now a legal
requirement in New South Wales, Australia, standard practice for all energy
utilities operating in California and for a number of other utilities in the US (eg
Conedison, Jackson Energy) and Canada (eg Enmax in Calgary), having
originally been pioneered by Norwegian utilities.3

3 Examples of such information are shown in Appendix A and discussed in Section 4.
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Yet, with the exception of the Norwegian approach, the Research Team for this
study has proved unable (to date) to glean any insight into the evidence which
was relied upon: (a) to justify the decision to introduce the additional information
in the first place and, more importantly; (b) to inform the way in which the
information is presented on bills.
In addition, this study has (to date) found no evidence that, where such
techniques had been recently introduced, utilities or regulators were conducting
any systematic assessment of its impact on consumer behaviour.
This may explain why, in the view of the Research Team, many of the
approaches introduced recently seem, at best, sub-optimal and, at worst, opaque
and ineffective.

1.4 Establishing a robust approach to optimise potential
benefits
This study aims to ensure that any steps to introduce improved feedback can
avoid this risk. It seeks to address the three questions outlined above and then:
• devise a range of testable options for improving the provision and
presentation of energy consumption information to consumers
• propose a research methodology for assessing consumer reaction to, and
understanding of the options and the impact on subsequent consumer
energy-related behaviour.
The study also identifies a number of issues associated with the options (data
availability and quality, possible impact on ‘essential’ energy use amongst fuel
poor households, etc) which require further consideration.
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METHODOLOGY

The scope of this study provided for a literature search and an extensive ‘contact
trawl’ to identify and assess relevant previous research on domestic consumer
understanding and responses to existing and new approaches to metering, billing
and/or financial information for energy and other services.
This activity was greatly assisted by the fact that two significant literature
searches have already been undertaken of advanced metering techniques and
improved consumption feedback through energy bills.4
However, for the purposes of this study, many of the original research papers
were revisited. This was in a specific attempt to understand better the basis on
which the information and presentation techniques had been selected and, in
particular, the extent to which a consumer perspective of possible options had
been sought in advance of the field trials.
Web-searches were used to find and elicit details of energy utilities which were
providing more extensive energy consumption information on their bills (some of
which are provided as examples in Appendix A). Information was sought from the
utilities and, where known, the relevant regulator to ascertain the basis for their
approach and the nature of any monitoring being undertaken.
Contact was also made with key individuals in companies and organisations
which were thought to be actively pursuing the application of new advanced or
‘smart’ metering technologies in the energy sector.
In addition, contact was sought with a number of bodies (energywatch,
Consumers Association/Which?, British Bankers Association, British Telecom) to
see if they were aware of related consumer research (particularly on
billing/statement layout and information provision). With the exception of
energywatch and, to some extent, Which?, this proved particularly fruitless with
considerable difficulty moving beyond basic enquiry desks in the absence of
known contacts. These organisations clearly have no official ‘Department for the
Improvement of Consumer Information and Feedback’.
The principal findings of this literature and web search and contact trawl are
outlined below in relation to each of the three questions. Where relevant,
distinctions have been made between work principally focused on advanced or
‘smart’ metering and research focused on improving information and presentation
on energy bills.
These findings were then fed into extensive discussions within the Research
Team which combined expertise in: consumer research; education and energy
awareness training; direct consumer advice provision. This enabled the
development of a simple framework for understanding the consumer’s

4 Darby (2000) and Wright, Formby and Holmes (2000) who also consider the relationship
between the use of advanced metering and improved billing information.
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perspective and the issues which may affect their engagement with, interpretation
of, and response to energy consumption information.
This ‘customer needs analysis’ then formed the basis of the development of
options and testing methodology already mentioned (Section 1.4).
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THE RESEARCH EVIDENCE

3.1 The information chosen to improve customer feedback
The focus of this study is providing domestic consumers with additional
information about their energy consumption. In all cases of research encountered,
the baseline of consumption information already available to the consumer is
taken to be:
• a normal dial or counter meter to register consumption on behalf of the
utility, typically positioned ‘out-of-the-way’ within a dwelling or outside in a
sealed unit for the convenience of the utility meter-reader
• regular quarterly or half-yearly bills showing previous and current meter
readings (one or other often estimated) and consumption, unit price and
total cost.
For pre-payment meter customers, the meter generally provides some
mechanism for identifying how much credit remains, usually in financial rather
than consumption terms (i.e. £’s in credit, rather than units pre-bought).
This is a very limited amount of sometimes inaccurate feedback considering it
relates to the consumption of commodities – gas and electricity – which is almost
permanently occurring at some level, costs the average UK household over 3% of
their household expenditure,5 and has major, long-term environmental
implications.
Building from this baseline offers a range of potential additional information about
the consumer’s own consumption to improve feedback:
Real-time consumption information – enabling the consumer, principally
through the provision of a prominent meter display, to monitor their consumption
on an ongoing basis and receive immediate feedback in relation to their energy
consuming behaviour.
Historical consumption information – providing the consumer with information
about their own consumption from a previous period, typically the same period a
year earlier.
Disaggregated consumption information – providing the consumer with
information about their consumption in relation to different end-uses in the home.
Tariff, load management or time-of-day cost information – enabling the
consumer to identify when they could save money by reducing consumption.
In addition, in an effort to try to help the consumer understand not only their
energy consumption but also whether it is ‘normal’ or ‘as it should be’ for their
type of household, some researchers have investigated the provision of:
5 Family Expenditure Survey (2000-01)
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Normative consumption information – providing the consumer with information
comparing their own consumption relative either to all other domestic consumers
or to a group of customers with similar characteristics.
The next section (Section 3.2) addresses the presentation of this information
(though of course it cannot be entirely divorced from the content). The focus in
this section is the extent to which any of the research has identified which type of
information has the most impact on the customer.
The simple answer is ‘no, it has not’. Most of the research did not test different
approaches against one another or seek to isolate the effects. Studies of the
impact of real-time consumption information typically also provided historical
information6 or tariff information7. Tariff information display trials8 did not assess
impact on energy consumption (as opposed to load management). Studies of
historical information on bills also increased the frequency of billing from quarterly
to 60 day.
Comparing the various research studies and technology trials is also difficult
because either different presentation techniques were used for the same
information or additional activities, such as energy advice, were provided without
attempt to provide a control.
3.1.1 Any new and additional information helps?
Darby (2000) has made an extensive review of 38 studies of enhanced energy
consumption feedback and attempts to draw some conclusions from the
evidence. This points to benefits both from real time consumption information
typically from meter-linked consumer displays (which she classes as ‘direct
feedback’ or ‘learning by looking’) and from historical billing-based information
(which she classes as ‘indirect feedback’ or ‘learning by reading and reflecting’).
Yet, because of the above-mentioned complexity of making such comparisons
within a research base, her overall conclusion is less specific:
“The implication is that all of those studies which demonstrated some
effectiveness had enough of a common element (or elements) to succeed; or that
they compensated for lack of one element with another. It could be, as a minimal
explanation, that any intervention helps if it triggers householders into examining
their consumption.” [original emphasis]
She continues:

6 eg NIE’s keypad meter study in NIE (2002)
7 eg Allera and Cook (1992) report of a UK study of customer display units to assist with off-peak
tariff management.
8 eg EDF’s trial in France of in-the-home displays indicating when cheaper tariffs were available,
reported in Wright, Formby and Holmes (op cit)
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“It could also be that the personal attention of the experimenters motivated the
householders into action. However, the documentation of these feedback projects
points strongly to other factors at work, of which immediacy or accessibility of
feedback data – allowing the householder to be in control – are highly important,
accompanied by clear information that is specific to the household in question.”
Since the factors of immediacy and accessibility relate more to the question of
presentation, Darby’s conclusions only give a very limited answer to the first
question – What sort of information would help inform domestic consumers more
about their energy use? Answer: ‘information specific to the household in
question’.
Highlighting this limited conclusion is not intended to be glib since it is an insight
overlooked in many of the public information campaigns designed to encourage
householders in general to reduce energy consumption. Consumers act if they
have feedback specific to their circumstances.
3.1.2 The value of comparative consumption information
However, there is a small number of studies from the US and Norway which may
help refine this conclusion on the type of information which consumers consider
valuable and potentially motivating with respect to reducing consumption.
Kempton (1995) and Kempton and Layne (1994) undertook customer research
which indicates that customers like energy consumption information that provides
the means to answer questions like “How much money did I save this year?” or
“Is my new energy-efficient heater really saving energy?” or “How am I doing
compared to people in houses my size?”. This points to value in both historic
consumption information and normative feedback.
Egan et al (1996) specifically studied the use of comparative normative data
amongst electricity consumers in Delaware. Aside from some issues relating to
the presentation of the data (see in Section 3.2), they found consumers receptive
to comparative data (in which a household’s consumption is graphically presented
in comparison with other homes in their neighbourhood).
More importantly, nearly all of their randomly selected (small) survey group were
able to interpret such comparative information correctly. Presented with graphical
information (in a range of presentations) that the household in question was using
more electricity than most other households in the neighbourhood, more than
70% said that they would take action to reduce use.9
Wilhite, Høivik and Olsen (1999) report on developments in Norway, three years
into a large-scale project to provide graphical historical consumption data to the
customers of Stavanger Energi. The 2,000 original participants of a trial were resurveyed, revealing that more than 90% finding their bill easy to understand and
charting significant increases in energy saving behaviour (eg turning thermostats
9 Interestingly, when asked what they would do, respondents were generally aware of measures
they could take (but had not previously taken)
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down at night and when they go away). They also report a previous survey
showing a significant increase in the numbers who studied their bills carefully
(from 47% to 65%) and a halving in those who seldom or never read the bill.
Wilhite and his colleagues also introduced consumers to the possibility of
normative feedback. They used a questionnaire survey to 2,000 households in
Stavanger and Oslo to gain information to establish comparison groups based on
household characteristics,10 rather than simply neighbourhood or entire customer
base. Each respondent was then placed in an appropriate comparison group and
sent a sample bill showing their electricity consumption relative to this similar
group.
The survey recorded extremely high levels of interest (in excess of 85%) in
continuing to receive such comparative information. Few found it difficult to
understand (though the respondent’s self-acclaimed understanding was never
actually tested).
Importantly, roughly three quarters of respondents said they would be motivated
by the bill to reduce their electricity use if they were using more than average.
The same study also used the questionnaire to provide customers with
disaggregated information on their end use of electricity (into broad categories of
heating, lighting, cooking etc.). The survey sample agreed strongly that this type
of information (presented as a pie-chart) was educationally valuable and
improved their understanding of their energy use.
The Research Team is continuing efforts to obtain more recent data about
Wilhite’s work, particularly to see if field trials have been undertaken with these
new approaches and the impacts on consumers’ energy consumption measured.
Unfortunately, Wilhite et al did not compare the impact of this very exacting
comparison with a potentially more straightforward one of the type Egan et al
used which could be derived from information already held by utilities.
Iyer, Kempton, and Payne (1998) can assist here. They undertook work to feed
into the US Energy Star Billing programme, studying the range of comparison
groups which could be used to ensure the comparison was meaningful for the
consumer. They found robust comparison groups resulted from street name,
‘meter book’ (the group of properties a meter-reader could read in one day)11 or
multiple household characteristics (similar to the types identified by Wilhite et al).
This work is particularly important in the context of this study, because it showed
that meaningful comparison groups could be constructed from data already held
by utilities.

10 Specific characteristics used to group households were number of people in the household,
type of dwelling (detached, terraced, apartment etc), dwelling size (limited ranges), use of electric
heating, and hot water included in the bill (Wilhite et al 1999).
11 The meter book group also ensures comparisons are made with households not only in close
proximity but also with the same billing cycle and therefore identical weather patterns etc.
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These studies are based in the US and Norway and focus principally on homes
using electric heating (and mainly direct heating rather than off-peak storage
heating). However, as Wilhite et al themselves conclude, it is reasonable to
suppose that the findings translate both to gas consumers and across cultures.
3.1.3 Conclusion: use more immediate, informative, motivating information
In answering the first question – What sort of information would help inform
domestic consumers more about their energy use? – the research evidence
points to the following conclusions:
• consumers respond well to more immediate, more prominent or more
frequent provision of information about their energy consumption.
• consumers seem able to interpret and respond appropriately to historical
comparative information.
• consumers indicate that they would be motivated to reduce consumption if
normative comparative data shows them to be above average for a group
they perceive to be relevant for comparison (eg neighbourhood or similar
household characteristics).
However, some of the research also suggests that the right information has to be
presented in the right way to achieve the desired change in consumer
understanding and behaviour. The question now moves on to what is the ‘right’
way to present the information.

3.2 Presenting feedback information to consumers
The body of research in this field has tended to focus on examining the energy
consumption impacts of providing more consumption information through various
different ‘channels’ (bills, meter displays etc). A much smaller subset of the work
has examined the importance of the way in which the information is presented
within the chosen channel.
3.2.1 Failure to optimise presentation through consumer feedback
For example, as mentioned above, the research evidence suggests energy
saving benefits of 5 – 10% from providing consumers with prominent in-the-home
consumption displays with real-time and historical data.12
However, little evidence was found by the Research Team that these studies
(usually field trials of advanced or ‘smart’ meters) had, either before or during
their work, explored the most effective methods for providing information. They
tended to compare not different displays but simply the presence of a display with
no display. Wright et al (2000) provide a range of suggested ‘screens’ for

12 Eg NIE (2002) and Wright, Formby and Holmes (op cit)
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consumer displays linked to smart meters in the future but there is no evidence
that these have been tested on consumers for intelligibility or motivational impact.
So, while it can be concluded that prominent consumer displays linked to
advanced meters can stimulate energy savings and improved load management,
no meaningful conclusions can be drawn from the research or field trials about
the most effective presentation techniques for information on those displays.
The same seems generally true of on-bill feedback of historical data (though see
below for work done on normative comparative data). It is not so much that
researchers have presented the additional feedback information badly. It is more
that most of them appear to have taken little interest in whether the way they
presented that feedback was optimised for customer understanding and
motivation. Perhaps that work was done in advance of the research trials and
simply not written up, but the widespread absence of comment on the subject
seems to point to a less generous conclusion that presumptions were made about
consumer perspectives.
Darby (2000) points to the principles of immediacy, clarity and specificity as
determinants of successful feedback projects (in terms of energy savings
delivered). However, each of these is as much in the ‘eye of the beholder’ (i.e. the
consumer) as they are in the eye the researcher. Few attempts appear to have
been made to gain this consumer’s perspective.
This is perhaps a surprising oversight in this body of research. Work in other
fields (particularly educational theory) clearly points to the important role in
comprehension and motivational impact which the presentation plays above and
beyond the information itself. Similarly, educational theory points to the fact that
different people have different preferences for how they interpret and assimilate
information. On this basis there is unlikely to be a single ‘consumer’s perspective’
but a range of consumer perspectives which must be considered in designing
presentation of feedback information.
3.2.2 The value of customer feedback on the feedback
There are a few exceptions to this omission which the Research Team found.
These generally focused on on-bill presentation of normative comparative
consumption information, which is, by its nature, more complicated.
Egan et al (1996) and Wilhite et al (1999), both reviewed above in Section 3.1.3,
explored consumer reaction to different graphical displays of normative
comparative information (see below).
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Figure 1: Examples of bills tested on consumers in Egan et al 1996
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Egan et al found that customers preferred (and were motivated to act by) a
particular horizontal linear bar graph (Version A in Figure 1) ahead of a bell-curve
display. In the linear bar graph, the household consumption was shown at a
position on a single bar whose length represented the range of consumption
levels in the comparison group. A bell-curve display which represented household
consumption with little houses (Version C in Figure 1) was also found to be highly
motivating to consumers to take action.
However, the researchers identify a number of problems with this approach if
care is not taken to ensure that the household position on the bar graph is
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proportional with their position relative to the average consumption. Extremes of
consumption (particularly at the higher end) will extend the length of the bar (see
version B in Figure 1) and this could lead to distortion in the customer’s view of
how well they were doing relative to average (which is assumed by them to be in
the middle of the bar).
Wilhite et al tested various similar presentations in focus groups in Norway and
found reaction against the little houses which were seen as childish (unlike Egan
et al’s tests in the US). Beyond this refinement, group members showed no
preference for the linear bar graph and a bell-curve. These two options were then
tested in a large-scale mail survey which found consumers able to interpret both
correctly. Some three quarters of survey respondents indicated that they would
be motivated to take action if the graphic showed they were using more than
average. It is worth noting that the Norwegian examples presented this
information as more-or-less a whole page of the energy bill.
If there is any doubt as to the value of consumer testing of feedback presentation
in advance of widespread introduction, Wright et al (2000) reference a post
evaluation of a US utility attempt at improving feedback under the Energy Star
Billing programme. Traer Municipal Utilities failed to evaluate the linear style
comparative feedback before testing it with customers. As shown in Figure 1
below, it was poorly labelled and presented with no explanation that the ‘v’
represents ‘your consumption’, resulting in poor consumer understanding, and
low awareness and response.
Your home

(1641 – 3600 sq ft)
V
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
$10
$128
Figure 2: Example of unsuccessful linear bill format used by Traer Municipal Utilities

As Wright et al conclude, “a few simple changes would have alleviated most of
the problems with this format, but it does illustrate the importance of careful
design and explanation in graphical representations.”
3.2.3 Some feedback design principles?
The Research Team has been provided with details of a recent focus group study
looking at techniques for presenting information on bills to ‘disclose’ the
proportions of electricity supplied from different sources (eg renewables, nuclear,
coal etc).13

13 Focus group details were provided to the Research Team by the 4CE Electricity project team
at Environmental Change Institute at University of Oxford. The focus groups took place in October
2002 as part of their work on electricity source disclosure partly supported by Ofgem (and now
available at www.electricitylabels.com/reports.html).
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While this focus group work is for a different purpose to the subject of this study,
there are several relevant conclusions which could be expected to transfer across
to consumption feedback information:
• The information should be simple but not simplistic, with a robust and credible
basis. (i.e. consumers can be distrustful of information presented simplistically
unless it is explained)14
• Presentation should not involve considerable additional paper (seen as
wasteful)
• A combination of text, diagrams and tables were seen as more effective than
single-format presentations
• Graphical display (eg piecharts) were favoured but text labels were needed by
some to assist understanding
A key conclusion emerging from this work is that it makes sense to consult the
consumer when designing the presentation of consumption feedback information
to consumers.
This needs to go beyond straightforward consumer aesthetic reaction to proposed
designs (‘I like that better than this’) to testing properly consumer understanding
of the information presented. After all, the purpose of the design is not to look
pretty, nor to appear easy to understand, nor to present all of the information
possible.
The purpose is to convey sufficient consumption information to the consumer to
elicit engagement and understanding of their energy consumption and, perhaps
most importantly, to motivate an appropriate behavioural reaction.
As the Research Team describes in Section 4 below, some of the more recent
examples of feedback information from US utilities appear to have lost sight of
this objective.

14 See Wilhite et al (1999) report of Norwegian focus group rejection of the ‘childish’ little houses
in one of the bell-curve display options borrowed from Egan et al (1996).
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Both major literature reviews in this field15 conclude that improving customer
feedback information on energy consumption can deliver energy savings of
between 5 and 10% relative either to previous usage or to consumers not
provided with such feedback.
Darby (2000) summarises the findings on energy savings by whether feedback
was direct (i.e. via a display or meter) or indirect (via billing or other written
information) and her review is tabulated below:
Table 1:

Savings demonstrated by the feedback studies (number indicates
number of studies showing that level of savings)

Savings
20%

Direct feedback
studies (n=21)

Indirect feedback
studies (n=13)

3

20% of peak demand
15-19%

1

1

10-14%

7

6

5-9%

8

0-4%

2

3
3

Unknown
Source: Darby (2000)

Darby also noted an increase in consumer awareness of energy consumption in
half of the studies though this was not always directly assessed.
Wright et al (1999) conclude that most of the savings in the studies they report
“appear to come from changing thermostat settings”. However, while probably
true, this conclusion may not be totally reliable since there is a lack of data in
many studies about precise actions taken by consumers to achieve the reported
energy savings.
3.3.1 Lessons are learned and sustain over time
Many of these studies could not be described as ‘longitudinal’ so there must be
some questions over the extent to which the energy savings are sustained over
time. Nevertheless, where long-term monitoring has taken place, the savings are
reported as sustained. Wilhite et al (1999) report three years after the initial
introduction of historical consumption information on bills in Stavanger, Norway.
They find energy consumption in the research group is down by 4% while the rest
of the population has increased demand by 4%. It appears that once consumers
15 See footnote 4
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have been made aware of their consumption and been motivated to make
behavioural changes (such as the reported principal source of energy saving –
turning down the thermostat), they do not relapse.
3.3.2 Billing vs metering feedback: a score-draw
As already identified, drawing conclusions about the precise nature of feedback
which works best is not feasible from this research base.
However, it seems reasonable to conclude that there is no systematic evidence
that metering-based techniques necessarily produce a greater impact on
consumer energy use than well-designed billing information developments.
Bearing in mind the likely differences in costs and potential speed of introduction
between the two different approaches, this is important.
There are clearly many potential benefits of ensuring that advanced meters, as
they are introduced, provide good consumption feedback to consumers through
the addition of in-the-home displays. Wright et al (2000) also detail a wide range
of other possible uses of advanced meters and utility-led telemetry to encourage
energy savings (or even deliver through direct ‘down the wires’ appliance control
in the home). These have the potential to add further energy savings to those
available from the more straightforward consumption feedback.16
However, there is no need to await or rely on the introduction of advanced meters
to introduce more consumption feedback to consumers (although it would clearly
help). Improved billing information has the potential to achieve significant benefits
if carefully designed with systematic consumer consultation.
That said, improved consumption feedback via bills (either historical or normative
comparative data) will require more frequent and accurate meter readings (such
as can be provided remotely by advanced meters in lieu of meter-readers). While
the Research Team found no particular references to estimated bills in the
literature, their direct experience with consumers and trainee energy advisors
shows that consumers recognise estimated bills, distrust them and assume them
to be inaccurate.
In addition, improving billing feedback does not address the situation of
prepayment meter customers. While these consumers are intrinsically more
directly engaged with their consumption by paying for it ‘as they go’, existing
feedback mechanisms do not provide historical comparison information which has
proved useful for other customers. Initial study of the introduction of keypad
meters in Northern Ireland indicates that this additional feedback and other more
explicit consumption information does stimulate these customers to save energy
amongst customers (average 11%).17 Further research is about to be initiated on
this work and this is explored in more depth in section 4 below.
16 See Appendix B for Wright el al (op cit) Table of measures to save energy and/or cost using
billing and meter information.
17 NIE (2002)
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3.3.3 Feedback as a necessary but not sufficient condition
Darby (2000) concludes that consumer feedback is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for achieving the energy savings reported in the studies evaluated.
“The range of savings, as well as the accompanying detail, shows the importance
of factors such as the condition of housing, personal contact with a trustworthy
advisor when needed, and the support from utilities and government which can
provide the technical, training and social infrastructure to make learning and
change possible.”
This points to a need to ensure that any consumer feedback programme
introduced is supported and reinforced by energy advice and educational
activities of utilities, regulators and government.
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES BY ENERGY UTILITIES

4.1 Consumption feedback on the bill
In the course of this study, the Research Team has identified a significant number
of utilities now providing comparative historical consumption information,
particularly in liberalised competitive energy markets. It is now a legal
requirement in New South Wales, Australia, standard practice for all energy
utilities operating in California and for a number of other utilities in the US (eg
Conedison, Jackson Energy) and Canada (eg Enmax in Calgary), as well as for
the original pioneers in Norway.
All of these were providing similar historical comparisons (with the same period
last year, and in some cases two years ago), yet chose a wide variety of different
presentation techniques (tables, bar graphs, month-by-month consumption
graphs, numbers only, percentage changes as well as numbers). Several of these
are shown in Appendix A.
With the exception of the Norwegians (where Wilhite et al are active), the
introduction of this new feedback information does not appear to have been the
subject of consumer research. In addition, the Research Team has been unable
to find anyone in any of these utilities or their regulators who could explain the
justification for introducing the information or for the choice of presentation.
This is unfortunate because the variation in quality and approach is considerable
and it would be very helpful to know whether this has had an impact on the level
of customer response (rather than simply assume that it must have). Continuing
efforts will be made by the Research Team to extract this information. The
Team’s suspicion is the feedback has been introduced on the back of the
research evidence described here, without the vital consumer consultation on
presentation techniques prior to introduction.
New York utility, Conedison, is an interesting case because it is the only example
found by the Research Team which includes normative information. The right
hand bar in each graph is ‘other customers this period’.

Figure 3: Conedison’s normative comparison plus consumption trend
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Judging from the research evidence reviewed in this study, the electricity example
given here should create a high motivation to act (though the comparator group of
‘other customers’ may be too vague). However, the rest of the graph with every
month shown may be ‘too much information’ and therefore overwhelm the
normative data. In addition, the graphs for both electricity and gas consumption
feedback are buried within very complex looking bills (see Appendix A) which
may limit their value.

4.2 Advanced meter trials (and tribulations)
The Research Team also encountered various companies and organisations
working on the introduction of advanced meters.
4.2.1 The value of keypad meter feedback for prepayment customers
Of particular relevance to this study is the work of Northern Ireland Electricity
introducting the Keypad to replace older prepayment meter technology. In
research reported in summary to OFREG and Ofgem,18 a sample of 126 keypad
customers was selected and comparisons of energy usage were made over a 2
year period.
The Keypad provides a consumer display with options to review: the number of
days credit left based on last week’s usage; how much electricity used (in £ and
p) over the last day, week or month, and; real-time feedback showing current
electricity demand (in kW).
The study results indicate average savings of 11.1% (though these were
unevenly distributed in the sample – 20% increased payments by an average of
10%). However, these findings do not appear to have been temperature
controlled and it is not clear whether the sample was randomly selected or
whether a control group was established. In addition, from discussions with
Howard Porter at BEAMA,19 it appears that the research divided the consumers
into 2 groups: one received energy advice alongside meters; the other did not.
Savings in the second group were much smaller.
Most importantly, this study does not appear to have examined what consumers
are doing to reduce energy consumption. This is particularly important for
prepayment meter customers who are more likely to be fuel poor. It may be the
keypad is stimulating rationing of essential energy use (like heating) rather than
reductions in energy waste (such as unnecessary lighting or appliance use).
NIE is now commissioning a much larger study into the behavioural changes
brought about by various ‘events’ including the switch to the keypad (others
include installation of gas heating system and intensive energy advice). Professor
Brian Norton, Dean of the Faculty of Built Environment at Ulster University is
leading the research, though, at the time of writing, it had yet to start and full
18 NIE (2002)
19 Porter (2003) personal communication
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terms of reference were not yet agreed. However, he was able to give a broad
overview.20
The study will involve a sample of 500 randomly selected households,
supplemented by data from a number of existing studies. Key variables include
urban/rural; family size, socio-economic group, tenure. The study will collect real
meter readings, information on use patterns, device operations, and indoor
temperatures. There will also be a questionnaire survey of changes in behaviour.
The research will investigate the extent to which people become better informed
about energy use and the causes of this, including use of the display facility on
keypad. Norton’s research team would like to include a longitudinal element but
this has yet to be agreed with the commissioning agents.
4.2.2 Introducing smart meters elsewhere in the UK
In the rest of the UK, Powergen announced plans in 2001 to introduce a rolling
programme to install smart meters throughout its original customer base. The
company also said it would phase out the prepayment meter surcharge as part of
the programme. The company believes that consumers have reduced
consumption as a result of improved information provided by the meters but has
not conducted any research to prove this.21
The programme is currently on hold because of the uncertainties created by
meter liberalisation.
The company referred to British Gas’s work on procurement as part of meter
liberalisation. British Gas has awarded 2 contracts for 3 of its regions and intends
to announce the 3rd contract in the near future. Powergen believe that British Gas
has made provision to connect advanced meters as part of the contracts.
However, enquiries to British Gas were not able to establish whether this was the
case due to ‘commercial confidentiality’ concerns (though it might be prepared to
release this information through Ofgem).
Siemens report a smart meter trial in the INTEGER Westminster Tower Block
(social housing) connected to the ethernet system in the building.22 This allows
the consumer and supplier access to meter readings remotely via the internet. In
its current demonstration state, it shows a graph of consumption per day by time
of day, though it could be extended to show the data in any way. Siemens also
report that newer prepayment meters (such as installed by MEB and Norweb in
recent years) could be set up to receive short ‘text’ messages from the suppliers,
though this has not been trialled.

20 Norton (2003) personal communication
21 Powergen (2003) personal communication
22 Cowburn (2003) personal communication
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UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER PERSPECTIVES

Informed by the literature review, the Research Team has considered and
analysed the issue of consumption feedback further. Bearing in mind the
conclusions in 3.3.2 regarding relative merits of bills and advanced meters, the
Team has focussed on developing improved feedback via bills. The Team
members bring to the task their own extensive experience of advising, training,
consulting or researching the energy-related behaviour of domestic energy
consumers.
The starting point was consumer perspectives which, as noted above, have been
frequently absent from research in this field. This process identified a number of
conclusions to take forward into further research.

5.1 Consumer disengagement: the direct debit effect
The Research Team’s view is that, with the exception of fuel poor consumers
struggling to heat their homes or pay their bills (or both) and prepayment meter
users, energy consumers are largely disengaged from their level of consumption
or its cost. This can be represented diagrammatically (see Figure 3)
Moreover, consumers have patchy understanding of the environmental benefits of
reducing energy consumption.
There is a reasonably widespread understanding amongst consumers of basic
measures (improved insulation, temperature reduction, appliance and lighting use
reduction) which might achieve this. However, there is little incentive or motivation
to act since the financial benefits of so doing are relatively small (less than the
price of half a pint of beer a week) and the environmental problems are seen as
so global that any individual act is insignificant.
Furthermore, the Research Team considered one growing group of energy
consumers even more disengaged than others. Direct debit customers paying
automatically every month for their gas and/or electricity have no need even to
open their bills, let alone read them.23
At present, a high proportion of direct debit energy consumers (who form an
increasing proportion of all energy consumers) are probably completely
disengaged from any feedback at all about their energy consumption.
Improving feedback on bills for these customers must therefore also be
accompanied by some effort to re-engage them with their energy bills.
Alternatively, they might require some other targeted consumption feedback such
as an Annual Energy Report (see below for development of this concept).

23 Indeed, not needing to worry about bills is presented as one of the benefits of direct debit
payment
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Diagrammatic representation of consumer engagement with
consumption feedback from billing statement.
Black arrows represent strong engagement
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5.2 The need for a ‘justification to act’: benchmarks or targets
In the experience of the Research Team, for a consumer to act they need:
Relevant, engaging
feedback

Motivating justification
for action

A call to action

Advice

This justification for action must play to a consumer’s motivations of which ‘not
paying more than I should’ and ‘not sticking out from the crowd’ are widely
considered universally strong human motivations.
For improved feedback on energy bills, these needs could be met by:
Historical
comparison
feedback

Clear increase in
consumption
year-on-year

Offer of assistance to
understand increase

Free energy
advice

However, the Research Team considered this a potentially flawed approach if the
objective of introducing the feedback is to encourage consumers to reduce
consumption. This approach only provides a ‘justification for action’ for those
consumers who do increase their consumption year-on-year, which will only be a
relatively small proportion. It might also be argued that the comparison data
would need to be temperature controlled to avoid being dismissed as weatherrelated if there had been a cold snap shortly before the bill.
A household which was persistently wasteful would not see any change and
therefore the justification for action would not appear in the feedback. This is a
strong argument for providing feedback with normative comparisons or
benchmarks.
Historical
comparison
feedback

Normative
comparison with
similar households

Offer of assistance to
understand relative
position

Free energy
advice

As in Iyer et al (1998) and Wilhite et al (1999), more detailed analysis and focus
groups could test the robustness, feasibility and adequacy of comparison groups
and also their capacity to motivate above average households to take action
reduce consumption.
Alternatively (and bearing in mind the potential difficulty in identifying robust
comparison groups), the consumer could be set a target reduction to achieve.
Historical
comparison
feedback

Comparison with
target % reduction in
consumption

Offer of assistance to
understand relative
position

Free energy
advice

In the context of the Government’s Energy White Paper and the challenging longterm objectives it sets for carbon emission reductions, setting explicit target
annual reductions in gas and electricity use may not be unreasonable.
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This target-based approach has potentially great value by providing the
motivating power of a normative benchmark for consumption while overcoming
the need for comparison groups. It would also avoid the problem that, if the
Government’s challenging energy policy targets are to be met, most people’s
energy consumption will actually have to reduce. Thus one of the most significant
justifications to act – that your consumption is going up – will be negated.
Quite apart from the political and regulatory issues this approach raises,
consumer reaction would need to be tested. For the average consumer, it may
well be seen as ‘smacking too much of the nanny state’ and therefore be ignored
or actively rejected.
However, in this emission-reducing policy context, feedback without the target or
comparison group risks being simply confirmation of success rather than further
stimulus to reduce consumption.

5.3 The potential for customer segmentation: targeting the
profligate and a role for an Annual Energy Report?
The Research Team also considered additional approaches ‘beyond the bill’ to
provide feedback to particular groups of consumers or to highlight the value of the
new feedback provided. Apart from general promotion of the new approach, these
might include:
• Specific approaches to consumers who had shown particularly high year-onyear increases in consumption
• Focused promotion of energy advice to households where meter readings
proved higher than supplier-generated estimates
• On-envelope attention grabbers indicating what to look for on the feedback
(‘Has your gas use gone up this year?), particularly for direct debit payers
• Very clear direction towards the supplier’s energy advice service with particular
wording for those showing an increase in consumption: ‘To understand why
your energy use has increased and what you could do about it, call XXX etc’
An Annual Energy Report might provide a reasonable alternative (or additional)
approach to on-bill feedback if adding the information to bills or providing
comparison groups proves too expensive or time-consuming. It could be based
on a representative sample survey of energy consumption, and provide
consumers with a range of additional feedback on their energy consumption in
comparison with similar households in their neighbourhood. This would also
enable more tailored information about measures which could be adopted and
promotion of grants and offers.24
24 British Telecom has, in the past, provided such ‘annual analysis’, though in a different context.
They provided guidance to customers on which phone numbers they use most frequently and
made recommendations as to changes in registration for frequent use programmes or tariffs. It is
not clear whether this approach is continuing or if not, why not.
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5.4 Horses for courses: providing something for everyone – but
testing it first
In line with the research findings25 the Research Team take the view that
consumers have different ways in which they interpret and assimilate information.
New feedback is therefore likely to be most successfully presented with visual
and verbal elements with a preference for graphics with numbers and text to
explain.
The approach chosen must be intellectually robust. Comparison information
should enable easy and stark comparison (i.e. fit for purpose). For example, bars
representing 55 and 60 are difficult to distinguish visually on the scale available
on a bill. This would justify choosing (and showing) a baseline of 50 so that the
bars appear as 5 and 10 units respectively, emphasising the change (and thereby
increasing its potential motivational impact).
Above all, the Research Team believes that any proposed developments should
be tested thoroughly with consumers in focus groups as an iterative process,
adjusting and re-testing according to the views expressed.
In addition, rather than seeking a ‘preferred’ approach which risks failing to meet
the needs of a minority, it may be better to seek a consensus approach. This
might incorporate a range of elements and presentation styles to meet the widest
possible range of consumer perspectives and intellectual abilities and styles.

25 Particularly the recent focus group work by the 4Cs project team on electricity source
disclosure, see footnote 13.
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TOWARDS EFFECTIVE INFORMATION: Issues for further
consideration

The research reviewed here and the additional analysis undertaken by the
Research Team point to considerable potential benefits to domestic energy
consumers as a result of improved feedback on energy consumption. Energy bills
appear to provide a highly cost-effective and readily available channel for this
enhanced feedback, particularly when compared with advanced meters.
In particular, consumers would benefit from more frequent and accurate
consumption information with a section on their energy bills showing how their
consumption has changed year-on-year.
However, as concluded in Section 5 above, consumers are likely to be more
motivated to act if the feedback makes it obvious how their consumption
compares with ‘normal’ for their type of household or with a nationally-determined
target for reducing use.
Figure 5:

Possible presentations of feedback information on bills
Your electricity use
900

843

900
800

800
700
600
500
400
300

Last
year

This
year

Target

How are you doing against the UK target to reduce by X%?
To find out how to cut your electricity use, call free on 0800 0001111

Your gas use
3000
2500

2108

1927

1900

Last
year

This
year

Target

2000
1500
1000
500
0

How are you doing against the UK target to reduce by X%?
To find out how to cut your gas use, call free on 0800 0001111

Before describing how these options might be taken forward and tested with
consumer focus groups and trialled, there are a number of issues which the
Research Team identified during the study which would need to be considered
alongside the introduction of improved feedback.
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The Research Team also point to its conclusions in Section 3.3.2 regarding the
value to prepayment meter customers (who do not receive bills) of incorporating
improved feedback more systematically into meter displays. The experience in
Northern Ireland appears to act as a reasonable model for this approach.

6.1 Issues for further consideration
• Availability and quality of accurate and historical data
As noted in Section 3.3.2 above, improved consumption feedback via bills (either
historical or normative comparative data) will probably require more frequent and
accurate meter readings. This is because of the presumed lack of faith amongst
consumers in estimated readings. It is proposed that consumer attitudes to
estimated readings are tested carefully with focus groups as part of the next
stage of this work (see Section 7).
At present, suppliers are only obliged to read meters once every two years so
introducing improved feedback may require some additional action to ensure the
feedback consists of accurate readings. This would have cost implications for any
programme to introduce improved consumption feedback, though the costs of
failure to provide adequate, accurate consumption feedback are also
considerable (see Section 1.1).
Interestingly, enforcing extra meter readings may act as an additional spur to
suppliers to control their costs by introducing ‘smart’ meters with all their potential
attendant benefits. Alternatively, suppliers could make more effort to combine
meter reading activities with each other to reduce costs and/or use the additional
meter reading visits to promote other services (eg energy efficiency schemes).
There is also a data issue for consumers who switch supplier since historical data
is not currently transferred to the new supplier. In the legislation in New South
Wales introducing historical feedback on bills, this problem is avoided by simply
removing the requirement if supplier does not have access to the data. An
alternative approach in the UK might be to ensure that customer consumption
records are transferred between suppliers with the customer.
• Data for comparison groups/benchmarks
The value of normative comparison groups has been highlighted here but this
raises the issue of what comparison data is available to energy suppliers. As
reported in Section 3.1.2, Wilhite et al (1999) obtained data through a sample
questionnaire to create small comparison groups. Iyer et al (1998) point to the
potential for using households in the same street (eg postcode) or all meter
readings in one-day from one meter reader (the ‘meter book’) to create robust
comparisons.
In addition, there are also widely available marketing-oriented datasets (eg Acorn,
Residata etc) which suppliers might already be using to profile customers.
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The Research Team believes this issue should be explored more extensively with
suppliers and, potentially, researched in the same way that Iyer et al studied data
from Portland General Electric to reach their conclusions.
As mentioned above, one of the reasons why a reduction target approach may be
preferable to a comparison group is that it avoids the potential pitfalls of
establishing robust comparison groups.
• The impact on fuel poor households
The Research Team found no evidence in their work of specific study of how fuel
poor households respond to enhanced feedback. The NIE keypad study was
clearly targeted at households likely to be fuel poor, but no attempt appears to
have been made to see what impact the change had on their comfort levels.
Since fuel poor households are by definition either poor, cold, or poor and cold, it
may well be that they are responding to the feedback by being a little less poor
but possibly colder as well. This should be investigated further in any future
studies and the results of the forthcoming detailed study in Northern Ireland on
responses to keypad meter feedback displays (see Section 4.2) should be
helpful.
• Special needs customers
The special needs of particular customers (eg visually impaired) will need to be
considered if the provision of enhanced on-bill consumption feedback is to be
developed further.
• Qualifying for EEC?
If energy savings can be shown to be delivered by improved consumer feedback
by suppliers, some consideration should be given to whether supplier efforts
should count towards their Energy Efficiency Commitment. Care would need to
be taken that savings are not counted twice (eg customer action stimulated by the
feedback is to take up an EEC cavity wall insulation or CFL offer). However,
including such activities in EEC (particularly if savings had to be demonstrated ex
post rather than ex ante) would encourage suppliers to make sure the feedback
was as effective as possible.
• Ensuring advanced meters are consumer-feedback-friendly
As Wright et al (2000) show, there are many potential benefits of advanced
meters but not all of them necessarily accrue to the supplier or meter installer.
Ofgem should therefore consider whether it can and should act to ensure new
meter installations also offer the clear additional benefit of integrating quality
consumption feedback to the consumer through in-the-home displays.
• Working with energywatch
The Research Team encountered active interest from energywatch in this study.
Energywatch is currently particularly engaged with issues relating to the quality of
billing presentation and the accuracy and frequency of meter readings. There
may be potential benefits in exploring opportunities to develop this work further in
tandem.
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TESTING FEEDBACK OPTIONS: A two stage methodology

In the absence of clear and consistently robust research data, the Research
Team developed a coherent methodology for developing and testing improved
on-bill feedback options in the UK domestic electricity and gas markets. It
involves a two stage approach.
The first stage consists of focus group activity to design and improve feedback
presentation and to test understanding and motivational impact. This would be
followed by field trials carefully controlled to ensure that clear and unambiguous
conclusions can be drawn about what changes deliver benefits and why.
Such research has the potential to inform and underpin any decision to introduce
quality consumption feedback into standard requirements for domestic consumer
bills.
The Research Team also suggests further consideration is given to undertaking
some more technical research to establish how robust comparison groups could
be generated from easily available or existing supplier-held data.26

7.1 Stage 1: Focus group design of on-bill feedback
The first stage of the research would be based on focus groups with the purpose
of understanding which techniques for on-bill feedback really deliver improved
consumer understanding and/or a desire to act to control energy use. It would test
historical, normative benchmark and target feedback presentations and provide
different versions of each to identify the elements likely to work ‘best’ for all
consumers.
The Research Team proposes that the focus groups are run separately for direct
debit and quarterly credit customers to ensure that any differences presumed in
their engagement with consumption information is addressed fully.27
The focus groups would test what level of detail and ‘robustness’ would be
expected by consumers. This would include exploring what difference is made by
comparison with any user vs. comparison with users in similar households (or
other groups). As mentioned above in Section 6.1, it would also explore how
important (or not) consumers consider the use of real meter readings as opposed
to estimates.
It is proposed that focus group members are also quizzed carefully with respect to
their interpretation of the displayed information and its impact on their motivation
to take action. This may include written tests rather than simply group questions.

26 Along the lines followed by Iyer et al (1998)
27 A separate exercise looking at prepayment meter display feedback could also be run for
prepayment meter customers though this does not form part of this proposal.
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As is normal with focus groups, background information and current status of
knowledge would also be assessed, with discussions structured on the following
basis:
•
•
•
•
•

Background information: reasons for selecting their payment method,
housing (energy efficiency) standards, payment history (including past
arrears)
Degree of current engagement with bills/statements/meter: whether
consumption or financial data is ignored or analysed, whether this has
prompted action
Perspectives on energy use: current awareness of costs of running
appliances, heating systems, lighting etc; whether switched supplier to save
bills; whether invested in, or received grants for, energy saving measures
Motivational factors: whether important to reduce size of bills, control bills
and/or consumption patterns; save energy; attitudes to environment (climate
change etc); exploration of what information might motivate action
Reactions to proposed information/feedback options: ease of use,
complexity (and accuracy) of interpretation, clarity of presentation, stimulus to
act, likelihood of engagement over extended period

7.2 Stage 2: Controlled field trials
The focus group work should result in optimal on-bill feedback presentation
techniques for historic, normative and target based approaches. It is proposed
that these are then tested in sizeable field trials (sample size probably 5,000 to
enable reliable findings and representative groups). Careful controls are proposed
so that the impact of incremental improvements or additions can be
systematically evaluated.
The exact split and purpose of each test group would depend on the output of the
focus groups but might include:
Control

continuing with current approach (establishing a control group rather
than using ‘the rest of the population’ will identify any ‘placebo’ effect
resulting simply from being involved in the research)

Group 1

More regular billing (60 day) based on real meter readings but no
change to bill

Group 2

Same as current billing cycle but with focus-group-designed
historical feedback and real meter readings

Group 3

As group 2 but also with more regular billing (60 day)

Group 4

Same as group 2 but no increase in number of meter readings (i.e.
high number of estimated readings incorporated into historical
feedback)
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Group 5

Same as group 2 but with focus-group-designed comparison group
feedback

Group 6

Same as group 2 but with focus-group-designed national target
feedback

There may also be value in delivering tailored energy advice to subsets of some
groups to assess the added value this could bring.
Trials need to be undertaken for at least one year, though the intention would be
that consumption data already on file would be introduced immediately so that the
impact can be immediate.
It is proposed that, rather than re-write the operating code of supplier billing
systems for the trials, volunteer suppliers participating in the study simply retain
the trial customer original bills and replace with a ‘mock up’ of the new format with
the customer’s relevant information.
Following initial base-line questionnaire surveys, continued monitoring of the trial
groups would be undertaken to assess:
• Impact on energy consumption
• Behavioural changes (with particular study of impact on fuel poor ‘essential’
fuel use)
• Attitudinal changes (to energy consumption etc)
• Other indicators such as use of energy advice services by trial groups
The use of separate groups should enable the results to be analysed carefully to
identify benefits resulting from specific changes.
The Research Team feels that this proposed methodology would result in one of
the most rigorous and informative trials ever undertaken of improved on-bill
customer feedback. If successful it would provide substantive evidence of the
value of introducing such measures as standard and the potential benefits to
consumers of establishing effective energy information.
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APPENDIX A: Examples of US utility consumption feedback on BILLS
Conedison
Page 2 of its bills, showing historical and normative data in billing context
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San Diego Gas and Electric
Showing energy usage history on front page in table/numerical form plus percentage
changes for month-on-month and year-on-year

Jackson Energy Authority
Showing tabular presentation for gas and electric
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Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Particularly poor example (in the view of the Research Team) of tabular/numerical
only historical comparison data
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Pacific Gas and Electric
Tabular/numerical format (similar provided for gas on page 3 of 4-page bill)
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Enmax (Canada)
Examples of possibly over-detailed graphical feedback with little basis for
comparison.
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Stavanger Energi, Norway
The original (and best?) historical comparison as graphical display as front page
of bill
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EnergyAustralia
Average daily usage shown on rear of bill, graphically with historical comparison
(last period and same period last year) (though bar charts not proportional with
numerical labels!)
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APPENDIX B: Possible applications of advanced meters to save energy
Table 12 from Wright, Formby and Holmes (2000): Summary of applications to
save energy, cost or bring other benefits
How saving or benefit
is achieved
• Energy advice with other methods.
• Historical quarterly
billing comparison.

Meter

Information
and
communications
Provide information in
some form.
Reliable meter readings
at least quarterly.

No change.
No change

Consumer impact/actions

Change behaviour.
More meter reading.
General
economies
in
energy use.
More meter reading.
Fill in questionnaire (once)
and update via billing.
economies in energy use.
Receive feedback.
General economies, correct
anomalies.

•

Normative
billing
comparison.

No change.

•

Historical detailed
billing comparison.

Half-hourly,
storage
display.

•

Estimated
breakdown
of
consumption from
questionnaire.

No change.

•

Breakdown
of
consumption from
questionnaire and
meter calculations.

Half-hourly, with
storage,
display
and processor.

Questionnaire data from
customer.
Download to comms. or
meter reader.

•

Auto
appliance
control (savings in
cost but not energy)
Provide
‘service’
e.g. laundry: leased
appliances, on-line
diagnostics,
load
shifting etc.
When house
unoccupied, energy
systems set to
standby
Record of outages
(especially rural
areas).
Voltage feedback,
voltage control
(especially rural
areas).
Scheduling and
metering of on-site
generation.

Multi-rate,
halfhourly
or
settlement.
Meter as comms
gateway.
Halfhourly
or
settlement.

Time,
current
rate.
Comms to appliances to
control loads from meter
In-house comms giving
appliance states and
control. Probably external
comms. via meter.

Meter as comms
gateway.

In-house comms control
appliances.

Special meter or
add-on.

Downloaded
with
readings,
or
direct
comms to utility.
Control could be local,
feedback requires direct
comms to utility.

Compensation payments.
Improved utility information.

Multi-register
meter,
add-on
control gateway.

Status and control of
generation; import and
export metering.

Link to internet to
find best tariff for
own demand profile
Appliance
replacement
advice, via internet.
Non-energy related
uses; internet etc.

Half-hourly meter
with comms.

Metered
profile
over
several months emailed
for analysis.
Appliance
usage
to
internet site. Data on new
appliances.
Possibly use for meter
reading.

Improved control of power
for utility, reduced chance of
outages, speedier restoration
of supply, improved export
rates.
Reduced cost for consumer.

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Reliable meter readings
at least quarterly,
Questionnaire data.
with
and

Special meter or
add-on.

Clever algorithms
to infer appliance
use.
Comms gateway.

Half-hourly
readings,
feedback via display
Download to comms. or
meter reader.
Reliable meter readings
at least quarterly.
Questionnaire data.
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More meter reading.
Fill in detailed questionnaire
(once) and update via billing.
Reduced appliance energy
use.
Fill in detailed questionnaire
(once) and update via billing.
Feedback on display, or
internet with comms.
Reduced appliance energy
use.
Customer still can override
controls
so
very
little
inconvenience.
Customer still can override
controls
so
very
little
inconvenience. Could select
lowest cost or lowest energy
options.
Reduced heating use.

If voltage was too high,
reduced consumption.

Reduced cost and energy
use.
General facility.
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